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The Venezuelan president recently said that his coun-
try plans to launch a new digital currency to cope
with the financial crisis caused by the financial

embargo imposed by the United States. The new currency
will be called “petro”, and will enjoy guarantees from
Venezuela’s oil and gas reserves and natural resources of
gold and diamonds. 

The Venezuelan president said the move will allow for
new forms of international funding for economic and
social development in the country. I believe the man has to
do what he has to do to save and protect his country, and
if issuing a new digital currency is one way for a solution,
so be it. 

The statement led to a debate among many people. The
new Venezuelan digital currency will be guaranteed by cer-
tain factors by the government, but it is not the only virtual
currency in the cloud today, which is filled with crypto-cur-
rencies that entered global markets and caused a media
uproar. Will the world see new changes in financial transac-
tions? How will governments face it, and should individuals
resist the temptation to deal with these currencies?  

As Venezuela is on its way to issuing the new virtual cur-
rency, the world is witnessing a strong surge of another
digital currency - bitcoin - causing confusion and a race by
some people to get hold of it. More companies are encour-
aging and training people to use this new currency online. I
wonder if virtual currencies such as bitcoin and others are
legal or not. Are we waiting for more virtual currencies
which may be supported by governments, such as the case
in Venezuela? The matter is still under discussion.

The digital currencies have several different names and
are usually referred to as digital, virtual, encrypted or elec-
tronic currencies. Yet I keep thinking if it is just a bubble
that will soon burst, or a genius invention that will change
the face of financial transactions in the future. There is a
split in opinions among individuals and financial institutions
on this subject. While some are thinking of buying all they
can of the new virtual currencies, some are hesitant to
avoid losses. 

I think that in the case of bitcoin, there are no logical
reasons for its high price, as it is now. The Reserve Bank of
India has refused to consider it a legal currency. They are
right in seeking to protect their resources and reputation.
But there are some people and a few governments who
believe that virtual currencies will change the face of the
world in the future.

In my opinion, crypto-currencies are a brilliant inven-
tion, but there have been no significant changes to the lives
of individuals or investments after years of their launch,
which makes me worried. In addition, the sharp and sudden
fluctuations in rates without good or apparent reasons
make it an investment fraught with dangers and more akin
to gambling rather than an investment. 

But if financial institutions are persuaded to adopt cryp-
to-currencies as legal tender that eliminates the typical
problems of everyday currencies such as counterfeiting, for
example, by providing users and traders of these currencies
with adequate safeguards to protect their money and con-
trol possible attempts of money laundering, then it would
bring a new change to today’s world. 

But it seems that so far, the old school of financial insti-
tutions has not granted its approval to such an upgrade. I
think the world needs to support new financial tools, but
only if enough international guarantees are given, such as in
the case of Venezuela, for example. It might be worth think-
ing and considering then.

Don’t do it. During my second year studying in the
US, I decided to experience the holidays in
America for the first time. I wouldn’t return to

Kuwait to spend time with my family. Instead, I would stay
here and experience the culture during Christmastime and
New Year’s. 

I had forgotten two things, or maybe I was misguided
by the media. The first was that
Americans and Europeans spend
the holidays with their families,
and seeing as I do not have any
family in America, I would not be
having the holiday “experience”.
Instead, I spent that time eating
Chinese food, because those
restaurants were the only ones
that were open. 

The second thing I forgot was
how beautiful Kuwait is during the winter - the cool
weather and camping culture was something that I did not
appreciate until I missed it.

Watching my family and friends enjoy their breaks in
the desert with their loved ones only made my stay in the
United States more mundane. And guess what? Most of
my friends in the US at the time were Khaleejis, so who

did I spend time with? No one. Why? Because they were
all in Kuwait enjoying campfires. 

Another factor that I did not take into consideration
was the change of environment returning to your family
provides you. During a study break, your mind and body
rest from the stress of being in an institution. However, I
have found that remaining close to the environment that

you are taking the break from
makes it more difficult to complete-
ly cut that part out of your subcon-
scious, even for a little while. 

As a result, most students who
do not travel during the break do
not get to hit that “refresh” button.
In some cases, and this has hap-
pened to me, the following semester
felt twice as exhausting as a normal
semester, because I did not have

that sense of complete disconnect from my surroundings.
So, if you are still on the edge about returning home for

the New Year’s break and need to decide, let me do it for
you. Book your ticket now. Shoo. Enjoy your family and
loved ones - your apartment isn’t going to go anywhere.
It’ll be waiting for you exactly the way you left it come
January 2018.
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Flowers bloom in a local garden in Kuwait City. A renewed interest in local parks, outdoor urban spaces and gar-
dens has led to the development or refurbishment of green spaces in Kuwait. —  Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat


